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Q3 HEAVY LIFT MANAGED SERVICES

FEATURED PROJECTS

01
SIF TERMINAL ROTTERDAM

Marshalling of all SIF terminal logistics for more than two years, supply engineering services, barge outfitting, load-out and load-in logistics, installation works,
sea-fastening, lashing and securing. Safe, efficient and all within planning.

02
GALLOPER WINDPARK

For the Galloper Windfarm Q3 Heavy Lift arranged and coordinated two
barge trips from SIF Rotterdam to BOW Terminal Flushing. Per barge two (2)
1000Ts Monopiles were roll-on two barges and transported to Flushing.

03
BEATRICE WINDFARM

Our scope of work included construction and installation of grillage onto
various barges for jacket piles and jackets.
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Q3 HEAVY LIFT MANAGED SERVICES

FEATURED PROJECTS

04
PROJECT DUDGEON

We managed the marshalling yard of this project over a period of 9 months.
Port calls of Mv Oleg Strashnov– assigned to transportation and installation of
Dudgeons 67 Monopile and Transition Pieces - to Verbrugge Terminal Flushing
were efficiently managed and loss of valuable time was avoided.

05

ALLSEAS RELOCATION

Q3 Heavy Lift managed the relocation and performed the entire logistics
guided by our QHSE staff with a risk assessment. We managed chartering of
barges, tugs, cranage and transport barges, on site transport crewing and
engineering of transport and lift drawings, storage and stowage plans.

06

PROJECT BORSSELE

In order to lay 65 km of export cable for a TENNET project the shallow draft
barge Boskalis Giant 7 was fully converted. Q3 Heavy Lift managed the whole
conversion from start to finish, in close cooperation with the Boskalis project
team. We delivered a state of the art cable laying barge within time and budget.
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GETTING THINGS DONE

SERVICES

Engineering

Constructing

Installation

Freight Forwarding

Our understanding of integrated services planning helps our clients to gain the required insights upfront any Freight
Forwarding project. We provide a complete carefree solutions package, including engineering, design , manufacturing and installation. Saving you time and money.

Pre-Lift Planning

Heavy Transport

Heavy Lift

Marine Management

With vast theoretical and hands-on operational experience our team converts complex Logistical challenges into
workable solutions. We offer a full range of services for on-shore and off-shore onward movements of any size load
or shipment.

IT Services

Planning

Staffing

Site Management

Clear communications to all stakeholders, a well trained staff, transparent coordination procedures, proper planning
and a well kept administration. Q3 Heavy Lift ensures all involved parties are on the same page in the same time
frame.

With our vast international network of dedicated partners

we are able to execute your project save, swift and efficient, every time, everywhere
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(DE-) MOBILISATION

RIGGING & OUTFITTING
PROJECT GIANT 7

Boskalis semi-submersible barge Giant 7,
equipped with a 600ts crane and an accommodation unit for around 70 people needed conversion for its shallow water cable laying works
on a TENNET 65 km export cable project.

Q3 Heavy Lift managed the conversion from
start to finish including the purchase, engineering and installation of maritime “cutting edge
technology” systems. All requiring professional
preparation and handling managed in time and
within budget.

END OF LIFE CYCLE

DECOMMISSIONING
A growing number of oil and gas platforms are
at the end of their life cycle this means decommissioning assignments will increase over the
next few decades. Every decommissioning is different and needs proper tailored planning and
execution. Q3 Heavy Lift is your able partner to
assist in complex decommissioning projects.

Sustainable decommissioning takes a well
trained staff and in-depth expertise of modular
dismantling. Getting things done, safely, on time
and within budget is our speciality.
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HANDS-ON EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT AND STAFF

FOUNDING FATHERS

Q3 Heavy Lift specializes in cost efficient and effective solutions for on- and off-shore logistical services. We gained
our knowledge as experienced heavy transport and freight forwarding specialists over many decades and have
effectively evolved into a full logistical service supplier able to manage all your complete Heavy Cargo, Heavy Lift
projects and challenges.

Floris Bomers has an extensive engineering and operational background
in heavy transport. In previous roles he was Project Engineer & Manager
Engineering at Jumbo Shipping; Manager Operations at Scaldis; Operations
Manager at Conquest and Site and Project Manager at Seaway Heavy Lifting.

Floris Bomers
f.bomers@q3heavylift.com
+31 - 6 573 000 73

With his technical and operational know-how Floris brings the indispensable
added value to the table that is needed to deliver proper solutions in the
execution of challenging heavy transports over land and sea.

Vincent de Wilde served as a Site-, Project- and Operations Manager for
several major projects. He worked at Sarens managing heavy cargo road
transport and heavy lift projects and served as a operations / project manager
for BOW Terminal.
At Allseas Engineering Vincent was involved in the transport, storage and
installation of the topsides lift system on the Pioneering Spirit - the largest
construction vessel in the world.
Vincent de Wilde
v.dewilde@q3heavylift.com
+31 - 6 528 416 26

Vincent has vast experience and in-depth knowledge of Heavy Lift cranes and
modular transports, mobilizations, demobilizations and chartering of ships.

Based on your assignments requirements we put together a dedicated team of specialists to handle any logistical
challenge. With a vast international network of dedicated partners we are able to execute your project swift, safe
and efficiënt, every time, everywhere.

You are interested in getting things done...? Let’s talk!
Zeemanstraat 59
2991 XR Barendrecht, NL
Tel: +31 (0)102613330

Email: info@q3heavylift.com
KvK: 66393086
BTW nr.: NL8565.30.852.B01
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